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Vector signatures of adiabatic and diabatic dynamics
in the photodissociation of ICN

Matthew L. Costen, Simon W. North,a) and Gregory E. Hall
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973-5000

~Received 28 June 1999; accepted 27 July 1999!

Nascent Doppler profiles of CN (X 2(1) fragments from theÃ band photodissociation of room
temperature ICN have been measured using high-resolution transient frequency modulated
absorption spectroscopy. Results for dissociation at 222 nm, 248 nm, 266 nm, and 308 nm are
presented. From the Doppler profiles of multiple CN states, we determine branching ratios of the
coincident atomic iodine states, and bipolar moments characterizing the CN velocity and angular
momentum anisotropy. The measurements provide sensitive tests of the strengths of optical
coupling to the excited states contributing to theÃ band continuum, and the adiabatic and diabatic
dynamics leading to the observed product states. Precise velocity measurements resolve differences
in the average energy of the ICN molecules leading to selected fragment channels. We find a bond
energy for ICN of 26 9806100 cm21, somewhat higher than previous literature values. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00939-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the advancing field of molecular photodissociation
few molecules attract disproportionate attention from th
rists and experimentalists alike. These are generally m
ecules with experimentally convenient dissociation frequ
cies and easily detected fragments, small enough to
theoretically tractable, and representing some larger clas
photodissociations for which they may be considered pro
types. The photodissociation of cyanogen iodide~ICN! in the
near-ultravioletÃ band is one such system.

Now, after extensive experimental1–27 and theoretical
investigations,28–35 we know that ICN displays remarkabl
complexity in its photodissociation for a linear triatom
molecule. TheÃ band continuum, which extends from abo
210 to 320 nm, includes unresolved contributions from s
eral optically bright states. Photofragments include grou
state (2P3/2) and spin–orbit excited (2P1/2) iodine atoms
~hereafterI and I * ), along with a highly nonstatistical dis
tribution of CN rotational states with very little vibrationa
energy. The CN product state distributions change subs
tially with photolysis wavelength,3,4,8,10,12–14,20but not so
dramatically with temperature.10,13 The I * /I ratio goes
through a maximum value near the center of theÃ band, at
around 260 nm.5,6,18 Vector properties of the dissociatio
point to mixed parallel/perpendicular transitions. The velo
ity anisotropy, probed by photofragment translation
spectroscopy2 and by Doppler spectroscopy14,20,23 shows a
predominantly parallel nature to the absorption, with theI *
channel generally closer to the limit of pure parallel diss
ciation. Rotational alignment measurements15,16 of the CN
photofragments also point to mixed parallel/perpendicu
absorption. Low rotational states of CN display negat

a!Current address: Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, C
lege Station, TX 77842.
6730021-9606/99/111(15)/6735/15/$15.00
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alignments~rotation axis preferentially perpendicular to th
photolysis polarization!, and higher rotational states hav
alignments approaching zero. A large net orientation of
CN angular momentum has been observed,19,21 alternately
parallel and antiparallel to the angular momentum of circ
larly polarized photolysis light, as the fragment total angu
momentum increases. This effect has been attributed
quantum interference between the different potential ene
surfaces leading to the same products. The relative pop
tions of F1 andF2 spin–rotation components of the CN ro
tational states oscillate as the CN rotational quantum nu
bers increase.11,17 This effect, too, is attributed to
interferences in the multisurface dissociation. The role of
bands in the red wing of the absorption spectrum has b
noted,9,10,12as well as the role of parent bending in the cur
crossing probabilities leading toI or I * .22 Femtosecond
spectroscopy has been applied to ICN dissociation,36 as a test
case for femtosecond transition state spectroscopy.

Doppler spectroscopy has given some of the most
tailed insights into the photodissociation. Modest veloc
resolution is sufficient to distinguish betweenI and I * part-
ner atoms for each spectroscopically selected CN state.
has permitted an experimental partitioning of the total C
rotational distribution intoI andI * channels at 266 nm14 and
at 248 nm.20 In general, the fractional yield ofI * decreases
with increasing CN rotation, or in other words, theI channel
has a hotter CN rotational distribution than theI * channel.
Velocity anisotropy is qualitatively evident from the Doppl
profiles measured in different geometries, and with care
analysis, richer details of the angular momentum polarizat
can be extracted. The most ambitious analysis of Dopp
profiles from ICN photodissociation has been by Black23

Two high rotational states of CN, above theI * threshold,
have been analyzed in terms of three optically bright co
ponents excited at 248 nm. The Doppler profile analy
shows components of symmetry matching the predicted

-

5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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6736 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 15, 15 October 1999 Costen, North, and Hall
cited states: a parallel transition to a3)01 state, and bothA8
andA9 components of a1)1 state. Black provides a scho
arly synthesis of the most recent experimental and theore
progress.

The history of ICN photodissociation theory is also
long one, developing in parallel with experimental work.
new era followed the first publication of realisticab initio
excited state potential energy surfaces by Morokuma
co-workers.29,37 Much of the earlier theoretical work ha
been reviewed in comparison with experiment and in
context of the new surfaces.28 Five bright states have bee

computed as comprising theÃ continuum. A bent3)01(A8)
state, correlating diabatically toI * is populated from the
linear 1(1 ground state by a parallel transition. BentA8 and
A9 components of a1)1 and a3)1 state all correlate diabati
cally to ground state iodine and are populated by wea
perpendicular transitions centered to the blue and the
respectively, of the3)01 transition. TheA8 component of
the 1)1 state and the (A8)3)01 state are coupled in th
vicinity of their conical intersection outside the Franck
Condon region. All excited states are computed to be b
near the Franck–Condon region, and the bending coordi
assumes a crucial role in both the development of CN an
lar momentum and the probability of curve-crossing.22,29Ex-
tensive work has followed,30–35 using these new surfaces o
variants to calculate absorption spectra, fragment state d
butions and vector properties, comparing with the large b
of experimental measurements. The dynamics on mult
surfaces, including a conical intersection, has advanced
into a new tested for coherent reaction dynamics.

We have recently developed a variant of frequen
modulation ~FM! spectroscopy ideally suited for Dopple
spectroscopy,38–40 and have performed a comprehensive

of measurements on ICN photodissociation throughout thÃ
band. Preliminary results for 308 nm photolysis have alre
been reported.26 The use of the redA–X system to probe CN
offers several advantages over the more common violetB–X
system:Q-branch rotational lines present only in theA–X
spectrum add greatly to the sensitivity of the Doppler pro
data to many of the vector correlations, and the spec
blending of lines originating fromF1 and F2 spin–rotation
components of the CN states is absent in theA–X spectrum,
allowing these components to be measured separately,
for low rotational states. The very narrow linewidth of th
cw probe laser does not contribute to the instrumental bro
ening of the experimental spectra, which depends only on
known thermal distribution of the parent ICN.

The aim of this paper is to provide detailed experimen

observations of ICN dissociation across theÃ continuum us-
ing FM Doppler spectroscopy. New measurements are
sented at 222 nm, 248 nm, 266 nm, and 308 nm. Comp
sons with previously published, Doppler-resolved las
induced fluorescence~LIF! data can be made at 248 and 2
nm. Questions concerning the completeness of the semi
sical bipolar moment analysis of Doppler spectra41 in the
presence of coherent excitation of parallel and perpendic
bands42,43,44 can be addressed with the present large se
low-noise, high-resolution Doppler profiles. For a survey
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 137.195.32.170. Redistribution subject to A
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CN rotational states, sets of even, low order bipolar mome
characterizing the correlated velocity-angular moment
distribution are determined in bothI and I * channels, at
several wavelengths across theÃ band. Many features of the
state distributions, branching ratios and vector correlati
are in good agreement with the current generation of mu
surface dynamics, although several questions remain op

II. EXPERIMENT

The general features of the Brookhaven FM spectro
eter have been described in some detail previously26,38,40and
the modifications required to extract accurate Doppler li
shapes were the subject of a recent publication.39 Briefly, a
cw Ti:sapphire ring laser pumped by an Ar1 laser and oper-
ating near 800 nm was frequency modulated atvm

5200 MHz. The beam was attenuated to;35 mW in a 3–4
mm diameter beam in the sample to avoid saturation of
CN molecular transitions, and steered through a 1.5
single-pass glass cell. Dichroic mirrors combined the Ti:s
phire probe beam to co-propagate with photolysis light fro
a frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser at 266 nm~Spectra-
Physics 170! or an excimer laser~Lambda Physik Compex
102! at 308 nm~XeCl!, 248 nm~KrF!, or 222 nm~KrCl!.
Excimer laser beams were polarized with a stack of 10 Bre
ster angle fused silica plates to give a measured 90% lin
polarization; the quadrupled YAG laser beam was alrea
highly polarized. In the collinear sample cell, measureme
were made with linearly polarized pump and probe bea
either parallel or perpendicular, geometries we will sub
quently refer to as 1 and 2~see Fig. 1!. A second sample cel
was used for a third, transverse geometry, only accessib
this cell. Here the probe beam made multiple~18–20! reflec-
tions between a pair of 133 inch flat, parallel mirrors, cross
ing the photolysis beam in the plane of the photolysis po
ization and propagation. All three geometrical relationsh
between the probe laser propagation and polarization di
tions relative to the photolysis polarization direction may
realized in the transverse cell with appropriate control of
laser polarizations, and are shown in Fig. 1. The greater p
length in the coaxial cell resulted in signals 5–6 tim
greater than in the transverse cell, and accordingly was
ferred for geometries 1 and 2. For some scans using 266
photolysis the photolysis beam polarization was rota
through 90° using a photoelastic modulator~Hinds Instru-
ments PEM 90!. The timing of the photolysis laser was syn
chronized with the photoelastic modulator stress cycle to

FIG. 1. Pump–probe geometries 1, 2, and 3 in coaxial and transverse p
gation systems.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6737J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 15, 15 October 1999 Photodissociation of ICN
able interleaved acquisition of scans in two experimen
geometries, 1 and 3 in the transverse cell, or 1 and 2 in
longitudinal cell. Unfocused photolysis beams provided fl
ences of 2–10 mJ/cm2 to the sample, with the exception o
the 222 nm experiments from the weak KrCl excimer p
cess, where the beam was loosely focused with a 2 m f.l.
lens. The ground state (X 2() CN radicals, produced from
the laser photolysis, were probed in theDv52 bands of the
A 2)←X 2( system. A slow flow~2 sccm! of ICN ~Aldrich
or Eastman! was maintained with partial pressures of 5–
mTorr at room temperature. Nascent signals were sele
from the first 50 ns following photolysis. No appreciab
relaxation of the lineshape occurs during this time. Therm
ized lines were obtained for phase calibration by adding
to a total pressure of 1.0 torr, and selecting spectra 3–4ms
after photolysis. The photolysis entrance window accum
lated a film of photolysis products, causing a slow decre
in transmission, and requiring cleaning after every few sca

The phase-modulated beam transmitted through
sample cell was detected by a 1 GHz bandwidth photodiode
The photocurrent was separated with a bias-T into a DC
component for intensity calibration and an AC compone
The AC component was bandpass filtered, amplified wit
24 dB RF amplifier, and analyzed in an I&Q demodula
into in-phase and quadrature components. Following
pass filtration~,70 MHz!, two channels~I&Q ! of time-
dependent FM signals were averaged in a digital osci
scope and archived. A sequence of transient waveform p
acquired at 100 MHz steps of the cw laser across sin
rotational lines comprises the archived data set, from wh
time-gated spectra are extracted for subsequent analysisRe-
laxed spectra are fit to Gaussian absorption and disper
line shapes to give an accurate phase angle calibration.
phase angle is used to combine thenascent IandQ spectra,
removing any small dispersion component from a mixture
absorption and dispersion components. Previous studies
this laboratory39,40have used a modified integral transform
tion of the finite difference FM absorption line shapes
yield the underlying absorption line shape in the more fam
iar form. While the typical noise of the FM Doppler me
surements can be very low, and the transformed line sha
are of high fidelity, for the most exacting error analysis,
can do better. The error propagation through the integ
transformation makes a global least-squares fit inappropr
as there are strong correlations between the errors of ne
spectral intensities in the transformed line shapes. We h
modified our analysis routines to fit the phase-corrected
line shapes directly, as will be described in the next sect

III. ANALYSIS

A. Fitting procedure

The shape of photofragment Doppler profiles is w
known. The most widely used description is that of Dixon41

in which the angular correlations between the transition
pole moment,m, the fragment velocity,v, and the fragment
angular momentum,j , are expanded in bipolar harmonic
For detection by single photon absorption with linearly p
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 137.195.32.170. Redistribution subject to A
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larized light, the Doppler-broadened absorption profile for
ensemble with a single velocity,v0 , can be written as

D~w!5
1

2v0
Fg01g2P2S w

v0
D1g4P4S w

v0
D G , ~1!

where w<v0 is the component of the laboratory veloci
along the probe direction,P2 and P4 are Legendre polyno-
mials, and the coefficientsgi depend on five low-order bipo
lar moments,b0

K(k1k2), of the correlated velocity and angu
lar momentum distribution

g0511b1b0
2~02!, ~1.1!

g25b2b0
2~20!1b3b0

0~22!1b4b0
2~22!, ~1.2!

g45b5b0
2~42!. ~1.3!

The constantsbn are products of geometrical and angul
momentum coupling factors, which depend in a simp
way41,45 on the angles between the photolysis polarizat
axis and the probe beam propagation and polarization di
tions, and on the probe transition~P,Q, or R!. Corrections for
incompletely polarized photolysis light and hyperfine nucle
depolarization are included in thebn constants when appro
priate.

When two electronic states of the iodine are populated
coincidence with a detected CN level, each channel has
own characteristic speedv0 . The Doppler profile is then a
sum of two components, each with the form of Eq.~1!, com-
bined with weightsf and (12 f ), the branching ratios for
making I * and I in coincidence with the detected CN qua
tum state:

D~w!5 f DI* ~w!1~12 f !DI~w!. ~2!

In a thermal ensemble of parent molecules, the center
mass velocity of each channel will additionally be broaden
by the superposition of signals from parent molecules of d
ferent internal energies. In principle, the different vibration
states of ICN could produce the same fragment channel w
different bipolar moments. The measured bipolar mome
must be considered as incoherent weighted averages
initial states. We found adjustable energetic parameters t
required for each fragment channel in order to account
differences in effective parent energy, as described in S
IV A. The center-of-mass Doppler profiles are finally subje
to a Gaussian convolution over the thermal velocity distrib
tion of the parent molecules to produce the laboratory-fra
Doppler profiles, which we designate asD8(w). The addi-
tional instrumental broadening due to the linewidth of the
ring laser is negligible.

When a Doppler-broadened absorption line is prob
with frequency modulated light, the in-phase component
the beat signal detected at the modulation frequency dep
on the differential absorption at the sideband frequenc
Rather than transforming the FM spectra to the ‘‘integrate
space of Doppler profiles,D8(w), as we have previously
done,39,40 our optimum fits are performed on the FM spec
directly. The FM absorption signals are related toD8(w) by
finite difference according to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FM~w!}D8~w2d!2D8~w1d!1
J1J21J2J3

J0J11J1J2

3@D8~w22d!2D8~w12d!#

1
J2J3

J0J11J1J2
@D8~w23d!2D8~w13d!#

1¯ . ~3!

Here d is the modulation frequency,vm , expressed as a
equivalent Doppler-shifted velocity,

d5
vmc

v0
~4!

and the last two terms account for non-negligible high
order sidebands,46 expressed in terms of the Bessel functio
Jn of argumentM, the modulation index. Under our typica
operating conditions, first-order sidebands were 25% of
residual intensity at the carrier frequency, corresponding
modulation index of about 0.9. The first correction term
Eq. ~3! then contributes about 20% of the total FM sign
and the second less than 1%. The higher-order terms
included in Eq.~3! have no detectable contribution to o
measurements and have been neglected.

The common method used to determine the bipolar m
ments involves fitting measured lineshapes at different
ometries and on different branches individually to a set
P0(w/v0), P2(w/v0) and~rarely! P4(w/v0) basis functions,
followed by extraction of the bipolar moments by solution
simultaneous Eqs.~1.1!–~1.3! for multiple data sets. A prob
lem with this approach is that errors are introduced in b
steps of the analysis. A simultaneous fitting of the Dopp
profiles for all geometries and rotational branches of e
CN fragment state permits a less biased parameter dete
nation and a more rigorous error analysis.

We have used a simplex algorithm47 for finding the
least-squares best fit vector correlation parameters, branc
ratio and energetic parameters. The total squared devia
between all observed FM Doppler profiles for a given C
quantum state and the simulated lines was minimized w
respect to the desired fitting parameters. Several diffe
parameter spaces were used to describe the vector co
tions, and they are compared in Sec. IV C.

When recorded in separate scans, the relative intens
of different lines or the same line in different geometries
not experimentally determined to high precision. Therefo
in the global fits to multiple lines, each trial line is analy
cally scaled to the data before accumulating the sum
squared deviations between data and trial fit. When pair
geometries are acquired in an interleaved fashion with a p
toelastic modulator, the pairs of lines are forced to shar
common scale factor, which includes the relative intens
information in the global fit.

B. Monte Carlo estimates of error bounds

The error limits on fitted parameters from Doppler pr
files are usually difficult to estimate, as the measured bip
moments are interdependent, and have definite phys
ranges. A Monte Carlo analysis of the random measurem
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 137.195.32.170. Redistribution subject to A
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errors has been applied to characterize their propagatio
the fitting parameters. An ensemble of synthetic, noisy F
spectra was generated by combining pseudorandom Ga
ian noise with the best fits to an experimental data set. Th
synthetic FM spectra were then fit using the same routine
the experimental data. The resulting parameters were
corded for each of 1000 synthetic data sets to produce us
statistics. The quoted errors are 95% confidence limits fr
the distribution of individual parameters. Correlations b
tween the variations in the fitted parameters are easily inv
tigated as well. The energetic parameters were found to h
very little correlation with the vector parameters. The erro
were often distributed in a strongly non-normal fashion, p
ticularly for parameters close to one of their physical limi
We have therefore cited unsymmetric confidence regions
many of our fitting parameters.

IV. RESULTS

A. Bond dissociation energy

The previous literature value for the ICN bond dissoc
tion energy is 26 5006500 cm21, obtained from fits to LIF
CN Doppler profiles.14 The absence of laser bandwidth co
volution effects and the high signal to noise ratio in the c
rent FM measurements provide a high sensitivity to prod
speed distributions and allow us to improve on this res
Figure 2~a! shows FM Doppler spectra for theR1(0.5) line,
probing the CN (v50,N50) fragment state in two geom
etries~1 and 3!, with 266 nm photolysis. These spectra we
acquired in an interleaved fashion in the transverse cell us
the photoelastic modulator to switch the polarization of t
photolysis laser. These spectra are particularly simple to a
lyze, since this rotational state cannot display a rotatio
alignment and theI * branching ratio is unity for this rota
tional state. The spectra depend only on the velocity ani
ropy, b0

2(20), and a convolution over the available ener
distribution. The velocity anisotropy may be canceled
adding Doppler spectra acquired in geometry 1 and geom
3 with 2:1 weight, producing a composite profile that d
pends only on the product laboratory frame speed distri
tion. The resulting profile was fit by adjusting the I–CN bon
energy and a vibrational temperature, describing the pop
tions of the ICN vibrational levels. This fit, shown in Fig
2~b!, yielded a I–CN bond energy of 26 9806100 cm21 and
a vibrational temperature of 4006100 K. This provides our
best estimate of the I–CN bond energy, as this nonrota
CN state is unlikely to have arisen preferentially from vibr
tionally excited parent molecules, and this value is consis
with the rest of our measurements. This value is at the
end of the uncertainty range reported by Wittig a
co-workers,14 1100 cm21 above the 1971 JANAF value,48

and 900 cm21 below the value reported by Chen an
co-workers49 in experiments quantitatively inconsistent wi
other investigations of ICN dissociation.

The wings of the Doppler spectra for higher rotation
states are poorly fit assuming the same bond dissocia
energy and parent internal energy distribution: the predic
Doppler profiles are too narrow. Similarly, the speeds of
I and I * channel components of some CN states are clo
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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together than one would expect from the knownI * energy.
We ascribe this to variations in the average energy of
portion of the thermal ensemble leading to the selected f
ment channel. The most stable and compact way we h
found to represent this variation was to approximate
available energy distribution for each channel~I or I * ) of
each CN rotational state as a Gaussian function with adj
able center and width. The energy available for CN inter
energy and total translational energy in the center of mas
given by

Eavail5hn2D0
0~ I 2CN!2ESO~ I /I * !1Eint~ ICN!, ~5!

whereESO(I /I * ) is either 0 or 7603 cm21. Changes in the
available energy fitting parameter reflect differences in
average internal energy of the ensemble responsible for
detected fragment. The adjustable width parameter re
sents the spread of internal energy states of the parent
ing to the detected fragment states, combined with the
ergy width of the photolysis laser.

Figure 3 shows an example for theN530 state of CN
formed at 266 nm. The illustratedQ1 branch in the trans-
verse geometry 3 most clearly shows the effect of differ
energetics forI and I * channels. Assuming a bond dissoci
tion energy of 26 980 cm21, the fast~I! channel is well de-
scribed by an average parent energy of 320 cm21 and a width
of 570 cm21; the slow (I * ) channel is well fit with an aver-

FIG. 2. R(0) line from 266 nm photolysis~a! Geometries 1~filled circles!
and 3~open circles! acquired simultaneously using the photoelastic mo
lator. ~b! Composite speed dependent profile from these~open circles! with
best fit to dissociation energy and Boltzmann parent internal energy d
bution.
Downloaded 03 Dec 2003 to 137.195.32.170. Redistribution subject to A
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age parent energy 800 cm21 higher and a comparable width
If the I * channel is forced to have an average available
ergy 7603 cm21 less than theI channel, the fit is totally
unacceptable, as shown in the solid line. Five spectra
shown~R-branch lines in three geometries and the other t
Q-branch geometries! were included in both global fits fo
this rotational state of CN, differing only in the treatment
the I * energetic parameters. The high rotational states of
I * channel are clearly being formed selectively from vibr
tionally excited ICN molecules, as theoretical
predicted.29,35

Table I summarizes the energetic parameters deri
from the global fits to the measurements at several photol
wavelengths, for selected CN rotational states, bothI andI *
channels. The difference between the adjusted peak of
Gaussian available energy distribution and the calcula
available energy from ICN molecules at 0 K~assuming a
bond dissociation energy of 26 9806100 cm21) is tabulated
as a measure of the average internal energy of the ICN
cursors for detected product states. The energy resolutio
the Doppler velocity measurements decreases at high ve
ties, making the uncertainties larger at shorter photoly
wavelengths. We prefer to explain the small negative val
for the apparent internal energy of ICN for fragments p
duced at 222 nm as measurement uncertainty, rather tha
evidence for a higher ICN bond dissociation energy. T
best values for the width parameter~Gaussians! typically
fall in the range of 400–800 cm21, and correlation with other
adjustable parameters was minimal. Three qualitative tre
are evident in Table I. Higher rotational states of CN a
preferentially produced from higher energy states of the p
ent ICN, theI * channel for the same CN state is prefere
tially produced from hotter parent molecules, and these
fects become stronger at longer photolysis waveleng
These observations bear directly on the influence of pa
vibrations on the absorption probability, nonadiabatic co
plings, and on the dynamics of rotational excitation.

-

ri-

FIG. 3. Illustration of hot-band contributions to high rotational states in
I * channel at 266 nm. Data points are for CNN530,v50 probed on the
Q1 branch in geometry 3. Dashed line is the best fit with separately adju
available energies forI and I * ~fast and slow! channels. Solid line is the
~poor! best fit obtainable without floating theI * channel available energy.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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B. Rotational alignment

The Doppler-integrated rotational alignment,A0
(2) , is

twice the ensemble average ofP2( ĵ–ẑ), the second Legendr
polynomial of the cosine of the angle between the fragm
angular momentumj and the space fixedẑ direction defined
by the photolysis polarization axis. Previous measureme
have been reported based on LIF intensity measurem
with switching of the linear polarization of either photolys
or probe laser.15,16 The bipolar momentb0

2(02) conveys
identical information, although it is defined in the frame
the parent molecular transition momentm, which is itself
aligned with a cos2 u distribution with respect to the labora
tory z axis. WhenI and I * channels are both present,
weighted average rotational alignment will be determin
from the intensity ratio measurements without Doppler re
lution. We have found that the precision of the FM Dopp
measurements is adequate to extract reliable rotational a
ment values, even for the separateI andI * channels of each
detected CN rotational state, without recourse to indepen
relative intensity information.

As an example, we have compared rotational alignme
from the literature,15,16 and from our global fits to indepen
dently normalized lineshapes in Table II. TheI 1I * channel-
weighted values of the rotational alignment determined fr
the global line shape fits agree with the more direct inten
ratio determinations within the combined experimental u
certainties. Monte Carlo error analysis indicates that the s

TABLE I. Average parent ICN internal energies for selected CN fragm
channelsa.

Photolysis
wavelength,

nm Rotational level,N

I channel average
ICN internal
energy, cm21

I * channel average
ICN internal
energy, cm21

222 20 25006600 21006400
222 24 22006600 06400
222 30 22006600 21006400
222 40 24006600 1006400
222 50 22006600 3006400
222 60 3006600
222 65 5006600
248 4 3006350
248 15 21006300 21006300
248 24 2006200 5506150
248 30 2006200 4006150
248 40 1506150 14006300
248 46 2006150
248 50 3006200
266 0 2506100
266 4 5006200
266 15 5006150
266 24 3006200 8006200
266 30 3006150 12006200
266 40 5006150
266 46 7006150
266 50 5006150
266 55 8506150
308 20 8006200
308 30 9506200
308 40 12506200

aDerived from the difference betweenhn2D0
02ESO(I /I * ) and the fit pa-

rameter for the peak of the assumed Gaussian distribution of avai
energy.D0

0 is taken to be 26 9806100 cm21.
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sitivity to the rotational alignment is good enough to ma
these values as reliable as those determined from inten
ratios. In a few test cases, we have performed global fits
FM Doppler signals using a value of the rotational alignme
fixed by our measured intensity ratios or from the literatu
and compared the results with the fits where the rotatio
alignment was floated freely. We find the optimum values
the other parameters to be relatively insensitive to reason
choices of a fixed alignment. The one exception is
b0

2(42) moment, which is weakly correlated withb0
2(02).

This is to be expected, since the measurements provid
secure determination of the ratiog4 /g0 . Equations~1.1! and
~1.3! then imply a positive correlation between the errors
these bipolar moments.

C. Global fits to the FM Doppler spectra

For the global fits presented in this paper, we use
shapes of the FM Doppler lines forQ and R branch lines,
usually measured in three different geometries. For rotatio
states of CN with both coincident states of theI atom, we
broadly have five pieces of information from each measu
FM Doppler line: the ratiosg2 /g0 and g4 /g0 for the I and
the I * component of each line, and an apparent branch
ratio g0(I * )/@g0(I )1g0(I * )#. Two rotational branches in
three geometries gives effectively 30 measurements, ex
sive of the energetic parameters discussed above. We se
branching ratio and energetic parameters for theI and I *
channels, and five bipolar moments to characterize the ve
correlations of each channel, still a heavily overdetermin
set of measurements, despite the high dimensionality of
parameter space. The energetic parameters adjust the
functions of the fit, and the vector parameters give the
pansion coefficients. Rotational states of CN with only o
coincident state of theI atom provide two pieces of informa

t

le

TABLE II. Comparison of CN fragment quadrupole rotational alignmen
A0

(2) determined by fitting Doppler profiles and from LIF intensity ratios.

l~nm! N A0
(2) Dopplera A0

(2) LIFb

266 4 20.3420.06
10.04 20.3360.08

266 15 20.3420.05
10.06 20.2660.04(N513)

266 24 20.2620.02
10.02 20.2060.04(N523)

266 30 20.2320.02
10.02 20.2460.06(N528)

248 4 20.3620.04
10.06 20.2560.07

248 15 20.2420.02
20.02 20.2660.06

248 24 20.2120.03
10.03 20.1860.06

248 30 20.1420.10
10.13 20.2160.07

248 40 20.0720.08
10.08 20.1060.07

248 46 20.0420.02
10.03 20.1160.07

248 50 20.1120.04
10.05 20.1060.07

aPresent work, weighted average of separately determinedI andI * channels,
F1 component only.

bAlignment measurements at 266 nm~Ref. 15! and 248 nm~Ref. 16! are
unresolved averages ofI and I * channels,F1 andF2 components.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion per line, or twelve measurements from which we wish
extract five bipolar moments. Systematic residuals could
ways be eliminated in this parameter space, although an
ternate, lower dimensional, representation of the vector
relations was also implemented and found to be v
satisfactory.

Incoherent linear combinations of the five orthogon
limiting cases of the relative directions ofv, j , and m de-
scribed by Dixon41 as casesA–E have been used implicitly
or explicitly by most experimentalists attempting to interp
measured bipolar moments.50 The normalization constrain
of the five fractional amplitudes makes this a fou
dimensional subspace of the five-dimensional observa
vector correlations. A constraint defining the incoherent s
space is that theb0

2(42) moment is not a free parameter, b
determined by lower order moments, according to

b0
2~42!5 7

12b0
2~02!2 5

12b0
2~22!. ~6!

This constraint is equivalent to neglecting the molecul
frame alignment parameter, Re@a1

2(i,')# in the notation of
Rakitzis and Zare,44 or the Re@f2(1,0)# dynamical function in
the notation of Siebbeleset al.42 Deviations from Eq.~6! are
a direct measure of this coherent term.

The adequacy of this four-dimensional, incohere
model has been tested in two ways. The first is to comp
the optimum fits with and without the constraint of Eq.~6!
applied. Many CN fragment states have been compared,
ticularly high rotational states, above theI * threshold, where
the analysis is most tightly constrained by the data. All of
measured lines could be fit in the lower dimensional, in
herent parameter space without systematic residuals ou
the very small noise levels. Relaxing the constraint of Eq.~6!
adds one additional degree of freedom to the param
space, yet we find that the independent adjustment of all
bipolar moments generally does not produce significan
better fits. Figures 4 and 5 show examples of Doppler spe
and global fits with the incoherent model for two differe
CN rotational states. Thev50,N550,F1 state of CN from
the 248 nm photolysis of ICN is shown in Fig. 4 as an e
ample of a state for which only theI channel is accessible
The N530 state from 248 nm photolysis is shown in Fig.
as an example when bothI andI * channels are present. Th
second test is to evaluate the deviation from Eq.~6! when all
bipolar moments have been independently adjusted. Tabl
shows the results for a variety of single-channel CN fra
ment states and photolysis wavelengths. The best-fit va
of b0

2(42) are compared to the combination ofb0
2(02) and

b0
2(22) that would equalb0

2(42) in the absence of coherenc
The differences are small and rarely outside the combi
Monte Carlo estimates of the error bounds. While there
good theoretical and experimental reasons to expect
photodissociation to be riddled with interferen
effects,17,19,34we find no justification in our data for the in
clusion of the additional coherent parameter in our fits.

The incoherent representation of the bipolar moment
mixtures of casesA–E has an appealing connection with th
contributing excited state pathways, as previously descri
by Black.23 CaseB, with vim' j , can be associated with
parallel transition, producing a limitingv' j vector correla-
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tion, the signature expected for excitation to the3P01 state,
regardless of its subsequent curve-crossing fate. CaseC, with
v'mi j , is the pattern expected for theA9 component of a
perpendicular transition, and CaseE, with v'm' j , can be
associated with theA8 component of a perpendicular trans
tion. CasesA andD, respectively, correspond to parallel an
perpendicular transitions leading tovi j , through a depolar-
ization mechanism beyond the axial recoil approximatio
when the total angular momentum is not negligible. A simp
linear transformation connects the vector of fractional am
tudes for caseA–E contributions to a vector of bipola
moments.45,49 Adjusting positive, normalized amplitudes fo
casesA–E spans the same experimental space of Dopp
spectra as adjusting the five bipolar moments, of Eq.~1!,
with the constraint of Eq.~6!.

One can attempt to reduce the parameter space for ve
correlations even further. Additive mixtures of only casesB,
C, andE were used by Black23 to fit LIF Doppler data for
N549 and 58 CN produced at 248 nm, fragment states
which only ground stateI is produced. The neglect of case
A and D is appropriate in the axial recoil limit for high-j
fragments, and corresponds to fixing thev• j correlation at its
limiting value of b0

0(22)520.5. For comparison with
Black’s data and fits, we have analyzed the Doppler spe
for CN (N550,F1) shown in Fig. 4 in a variety of ways
When we fit only theR branch data in three geometries usi
a BCEmodel, the fits are excellent and the parameters~63%
B, 27%C, 9% E! are within the error bounds cited by Blac
for his similar analysis ofR-branch LIF data.23 But when we
examine theQ branch data, we find the simulated profile

FIG. 4. FM Doppler spectra and fits forF1 level of N550 from 248 nm
photolysis. ~a!–~c! R branch in geometries 1–3, respectively,~d!–~f! Q
branch in geometries 1–3, respectively. Circles are data points, solid
are simultaneous fits to all six data sets using casesA–E fit parameters.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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using theseBCEparameters fail to reproduce the experime
most noticeably for theQ branch in geometry 1, as shown
Fig. 6. Including theQ branch data and refitting with aBCE
model makes little difference to the fit parameters or to
systematic residuals of theQ branch lines. Allowing the
v• j correlation to deviate from its limiting perpendicula
value, by including casesA andD in the fits, however, elimi-
nates the systematic residuals in the fits for all three ge
etries on both branches, as shown in Fig. 4. Small, but n
negligible values of theA and D contributions to the fit,
about 5% combined, correspond to a value ofb0

0(22)
520.4220.03

10.02. We conclude that theBCEparameter space i
qualitatively adequate for describing the optical parentag
the detected photofragments, and should be increasingly

FIG. 5. FM Doppler spectra and fits for a state with bothI andI * channels,
the F1 level of N530 from 248 nm photolysis.~a!–~c! R branch in geom-
etries 1–3, respectively,~d!–~f! Q branch in geometries 1–3, respectivel
Circles are data points, solid lines are simultaneous fits to all six data
using casesA–E fit parameters.

TABLE III. Test of coherent effects on CN Doppler spectra: comparison
b0

2(42) with the incoherent prediction.

l~nm! N 7
12b0

2(02)2
5

12b0
2(22) b0

2(42)

222 60 20.1560.05 20.1760.05
222 65 20.2560.05 20.1660.05
248 46 20.1960.04 20.1460.04
248 50F1 20.2060.02 20.2260.02
248 50F2 20.2060.02 20.2160.02
266 40 20.3160.02 20.2560.02
266 46 20.3760.02 20.2660.02
266 50F1 20.3560.03 20.2660.03
266 50F2 20.3260.03 20.2960.03
266 55 20.3560.03 20.3160.03
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curate for rotationally cold samples, although quantitat
fits to our Doppler spectra require allowance for deviatio
from limiting v• j correlations.

In certain cases the full set of six lines are not availab
Due to the lower absorption cross section at 222 nm and
photolysis fluence, we could not acquire useable data in
transverse cell. Remarkably, we found that two lines, e
measured in the two coaxial geometries, can already pro
a stable determination of the vector properties of the
photofragments in theA–E representation. Trial fitting of
248 nm data using all 6 lines or justQ andR lines in geom-
etries 1 and 2 showed no significant variations in the fit
parameters, giving us confidence in the 222 nm results.
cluding data accessible only in the transverse cell tighte
the confidence limits and improved the convergence, but
not produce systematic changes in the best vector par
eters.

TheQ1 branch lines are blended with theR12 sub-branch
at low rotational states. For the very lowest rotational sta
when the spin-rotation splitting is less than the maximu
Doppler shift, theQ1 branch lines are difficult to analyze
and only the unblendedR1 branch lines have been include

ts

FIG. 6. Test of limitingv• j correlations forF1 level of N550 from 248 nm
photolysis. Circles are data points forQ branch in geometry 1. Solid line
~worse fit! is simulated using best fit parameters derived fromR branch data
only, restricted to casesB, C, andE(v' j ). Dashed line is simulated using
A–E parameters derived from global fit to allQ andR lines.

f

TABLE IV. Comparison of bioplar moments forF1 and F2 spin rotation
states for a variety of photolysis wavelengths.

ldiss N b0
2(02) b0

2(20) b0
0(22) b0

2(22) b0
2(42)

222 50F1 I 20.1820.01
10.03 0.3820.02

10.03 20.4620.01
10.01 0.2420.02

10.01 20.2120.01
10.02

222 50F2 I 20.2420.01
10.01 0.4620.02

10.01 20.4520.01
10.01 0.2620.01

10.01 20.2520.01
10.01

222 50F1 I * 20.4220.03
10.03 0.6820.04

10.03 20.4420.05
10.02 0.2320.02

10.03 20.3420.03
10.02

222 50F2 I * 20.3220.04
10.03 0.6720.03

10.03 20.3120.03
10.03 0.2420.02

10.03 20.2920.03
10.02

248 50F1 I 20.1420.05
10.06 0.4620.02

10.01 20.4220.03
10.02 0.3120.02

10.02 20.2120.02
10.03

248 50F2 I 20.1620.06
10.05 0.5320.02

10.02 20.4320.02
10.03 0.2820.02

10.03 20.2120.02
10.03

266 50F1 I 20.2720.08
10.08 0.7020.03

10.04 20.4220.04
10.04 0.3620.01

10.03 20.3120.04
10.04

266 50F2 I 20.2620.07
10.07 0.7020.02

10.05 20.4020.02
10.05 0.3420.02

10.01 20.2920.02
10.04
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the analysis. Tests using data sets where all six bran
were available showed that restricting theR1-branch only fits
to casesB, C, andE ~and hencev'J) reproduced the anisot
ropy and energy distributions within the statistical erro
with only minor variations in the parameters other than
v• j correlation. Fits to lowjR1-branch data have thus bee
carried out in this further restricted parameter space.
higher rotational states, as the spin-rotation splitting exce
the maximum Doppler shift, the low frequency half of th
Q1 line is unblended, and a symmetrized version of this h
line was used in the fit. Finally, at the highest rotation
levels, the satellite band intensities are very weak, and
splitting is large enough that the completeQ1 branch lines
can be used.

TABLE V. Best fit A–E amplitudes for 222 nm photolysis.

N A B C D E
Branching
fraction

20 I 0.0010.01 0.3520.08
10.05 0.3620.05

10.07 0.0010.02 0.2920.02
10.03 0.6520.04

10.03

20 I * 0.0010.02 0.7220.03
10.03 0.0420.02

10.02 0.0220.02
10.03 0.2220.02

10.02 0.3520.03
10.04

24 I 0.0420.02
10.01 0.3920.02

10.03 0.3420.01
10.02 0.0120.01

10.01 0.2220.01
10.01 0.6520.02

10.01

24 I * 0.0010.02 0.7520.02
10.01 0.0620.01

10.01 0.0010.01 0.1920.01
10.01 0.3520.01

10.02

30 I 0.0010.01 0.4520.03
10.03 0.2720.03

10.02 0.0010.01 0.2820.02
10.01 0.6620.04

10.04

30 I * 0.0320.01
10.01 0.7520.01

10.02 0.0320.01
10.01 0.0120.01

10.01 0.1820.01
10.01 0.3420.04

10.04

40 I 0.0010.03 0.5120.04
10.03 0.2620.03

10.03 0.0320.01
10.01 0.2020.02

10.01 0.7820.03
10.04

40 I * 0.1420.03
10.02 0.6220.04

10.07 0.0720.04
10.02 0.0320.01

10.02 0.1420.01
10.01 0.2220.04

10.03

50 I 0.0010.01 0.5920.02
10.01 0.2120.01

10.01 0.0320.01
10.01 0.1720.01

10.01 0.8520.01
10.01

50 I * 0.0220.02
10.01 0.7720.02

10.03 0.0320.02
10.02 0.0220.02

10.01 0.1620.02
10.01 0.1520.01

10.01

60 I 0.0420.01
10.01 0.6020.01

10.01 0.2420.01
10.01 0.0120.01

10.01 0.1120.01
10.01 1

65 I 0.0120.01
10.01 0.6120.01

10.01 0.2820.01
10.01 0.0010.01 0.1020.01

10.01 1

TABLE VI. Best fit A–E amplitudes for 248 nm photolysis.

N A B C D E
Branching
fraction

4 I * 0 0.8920.01
10.09 0.0420.03

10.04 0 0.0720.06
10.01 1

15 I 0 0.2820.10
10.28 0.3620.12

10.08 0 0.3620.09
10.06 0.1220.06

10.01

15 I * 0 0.7220.02
10.02 0.1120.02

10.02 0 0.1720.02
10.02 0.8820.01

10.06

24 I 0.0010.03 0.4720.03
10.02 0.3020.02

10.01 0.0320.02
10.01 0.2020.01

10.01 0.2820.01
10.01

24 I * 0.0720.01
10.01 0.7720.01

10.01 0.0420.01
10.01 0.0220.01

10.01 0.1020.01
10.01 0.7220.01

10.01

30 I 0.0010.09 0.4620.11
10.06 0.3120.04

10.05 0.0220.02
10.03 0.2120.03

10.02 0.4520.01
10.02

30 I * 0.0620.02
10.02 0.7520.01

10.05 0.0520.03
10.03 0.0220.02

10.02 0.1220.02
10.02 0.5520.02

10.01

40 I 0.0320.01
10.01 0.5520.01

10.01 0.2720.02
10.02 0.0010.01 0.1520.02

10.02 0.9320.01
10.02

40 I * 0.0720.05
10.09 0.5720.07

10.06 0.1420.14
10.14 0.0520.05

10.10 0.1720.12
10.08 0.0720.02

10.01

46 I 0.0320.01
10.01 0.6020.02

10.01 0.2620.01
10.02 0.0010.01 0.1120.01

10.01 1

50 I 0.0220.01
10.01 0.6220.01

10.01 0.2220.03
10.03 0.0320.02

10.03 0.1120.02
10.02 1
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In a few cases we have compared Doppler lineshapes
F1 and F2 components of same rotational state. Table
compares bipolar moments derived from the two spin ro
tion components of the CNN550 channel produced at 22
nm, 248 nm, and 266 nm. While the populations and perh
the orientations have previously been found to vary with
spin–rotation levels,14,21 the vector properties measured he
are sometimes indistinguishable~as at 266 nm! and some-
times noticeably different~as at 222 nm!. The theoretical
basis17 for understanding differences in the properties of t
spin rotation components is less well developed than
other properties of the dissociation, and we have not inv
tigated these effects in any great detail. For all the repor
measurements other than those reported in Table IV, we h
arbitrarily restricted our attention to theF1 spin component
of CN photofragments.

After this lengthy description of the fitting procedure
the best fitA–E parameters are presented in Tables V–V
for photolysis wavelengths 222, 248, 266, and 308 nm. T
bipolar moments shown in Table IX–XII are an alterna
representation of the same fits. Theb0

2(42) values are well-
determined by the data, but we emphasize that the const
of Eq. ~6! has been applied in the fitting as well as in t
Monte Carlo error estimates.~This is in contrast to the value
shown in Table III where five bipolar moments have be
independently fit.! Figure 7 shows the rotational-state
resolved anisotropy parameters (b52b0

2(20)) for I and I *

TABLE VII. Best fit A–E amplitudes for 266 nm photolysis.

N A B C D E
Branching
fraction

0 I * 0 0.9520.02
10.02 0 0 0.0520.02

10.02 1

4 I * 0 0.8520.01
10.05 0.0520.05

10.03 0 0.1020.05
10.04 1

15 I * 0 0.8020.02
10.02 0.0520.04

10.04 0 0.1520.03
10.05 1

24 I 0.0520.01
10.01 0.6620.02

10.01 0.1820.01
10.01 0.0120.01

10.01 0.1020.01
10.01 0.3520.01

10.01

24 I * 0.0720.01
10.01 0.7820.01

10.01 0.0520.01
10.01 0.0320.01

10.01 0.0720.01
10.01 0.6520.01

10.01

30 I 0.0010.01 0.7120.01
10.01 0.1420.01

10.01 0.0520.01
10.01 0.1020.01

10.01 0.8220.01
10.01

30 I * 0.0720.01
10.01 0.7920.02

10.02 0.0420.01
10.01 0.0120.01

10.01 0.0720.01
10.01 0.1820.01

10.01

40 I 0.0420.01
10.01 0.6820.02

10.02 0.1920.03
10.03 0.0120.01

10.03 0.0820.02
10.02 1

46 I 0.0320.01
10.01 0.7420.03

10.03 0.1320.01
10.04 0.0320.03

10.03 0.0720.02
10.02 1

50 I 0.0520.02
10.01 0.7420.03

10.02 0.1320.04
10.05 0.0320.03

10.04 0.0520.02
10.02 1

55 I 0.0420.01
10.01 0.8020.01

10.04 0.0920.03
10.03 0.0220.02

10.04 0.0520.03
10.02 1

TABLE VIII. A–E amplitudes from 308 nm photolysis.

N A B C D E
Fraction

I *

20 I 0.0920.02
10.03 0.7420.02

10.02 0.0720.02
10.02 0.0320.02

10.02 0.0720.03
10.02 0

30 I 0.0720.03
10.04 0.7420.03

10.04 0.0920.03
10.02 0.0220.02

10.03 0.0820.03
10.02 0

40 I 0.0620.04
10.05 0.7220.05

10.05 0.0820.03
10.04 0.0520.03

10.02 0.0920.03
10.04 0
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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channels at four photolysis wavelengths. Figures 8–10 e
show for a different photolysis wavelength theI * branching
fraction for that wavelength as a function ofN, the rotational
distribution from the literature decomposed by the measu
branching fraction intoI and I * channels, and stacked ba
charts of theA throughE amplitudes for each channel.

V. DISCUSSION

Much recent progress has been made by several gr
in extending the formalisms of polarize
photofragmentation.42–44,51–54In each case, the results can
recast as bipolar harmonics, which efficiently describe
number of observable parameters and their symmet
given the number and polarization of photons used in
dissociation and detection steps. The functional forms of
~1!, appropriate for single photon, linearly polarized photo
sis and probing, are here confirmed to a high degree of

TABLE IX. Bipolar moments from 222 nm photolysis.

N b0
2(02) b0

2(20) b0
0(22) b0

2(22) b0
2(42)

20 I 0.0320.07
10.10 0.0320.12

10.08 20.5020.00
10.03 0.0620.04

10.04 0.0120.15
10.07

20 I * 20.4420.05
10.03 0.5820.04

10.04 20.4720.03
10.07 0.1720.04

10.03 20.3320.03
10.03

24 I 0.0720.04
10.04 0.1420.04

10.02 20.4320.02
10.01 0.1120.01

10.03 20.0020.03
10.03

24 I * 20.4120.01
10.03 0.6320.01

10.01 20.5020.00
10.04 0.2220.02

10.01 20.3320.01
10.03

30 I 20.1020.03
10.03 0.1920.04

10.05 20.5020.00
10.02 0.0920.02

10.02 20.0920.03
10.03

30 I * 20.4120.03
10.02 0.6620.01

10.03 20.4320.03
10.01 0.1820.03

10.01 20.3220.03
10.01

40 I 20.1020.04
10.05 0.2720.05

10.06 20.4520.01
10.03 0.2020.02

10.02 20.1420.03
10.03

40 I * 20.1820.08
10.03 0.6320.03

10.09 20.2420.05
10.03 0.0820.02

10.06 20.1420.07
10.03

50 I 20.1820.01
10.03 0.3820.02

10.03 20.4620.01
10.01 0.2420.02

10.01 20.2120.01
10.02

50 I * 20.4220.03
10.03 0.6820.04

10.03 20.4420.05
10.02 0.2320.02

10.03 20.3420.03
10.02

60 I 20.0820.01
10.01 0.4720.01

10.01 20.4320.01
10.01 0.2820.01

10.01 20.1720.01
10.01

65 I 20.0720.02
10.02 0.4420.02

10.01 20.4920.01
10.01 0.3420.01

10.01 20.1820.01
10.01

TABLE X. Bipolar moments from 248 nm photodissociation.

N b0
2(02) b0

2(20) b0
0(22) b0

2(22) b0
2(42)

4 I * 20.4520.05
10.05 0.8420.04

10.13 20.5 0.4020.05
10.06 20.4320.03

10.05

15 I 0.0420.16
10.13 20.0820.19

10.26 20.5 20.0420.11
10.12 0.0420.14

10.11

15 I * 20.3420.01
10.01 0.5820.02

10.01 20.5 0.2420.01
10.01 20.3020.01

10.01

24 I 20.0520.03
10.03 0.2020.03

10.03 20.4620.03
10.04 0.1920.04

10.02 20.1120.02
10.04

24 I * 20.3420.01
10.01 0.7520.01

10.01 20.3720.01
10.01 0.2520.01

10.01 20.3020.02
10.01

30 I 20.0320.11
10.18 0.1920.07

10.06 20.4720.03
10.15 0.1920.12

10.06 20.1020.08
10.15

30 I * 20.3420.07
10.05 0.7120.04

10.05 20.3820.09
10.05 0.2220.03

10.07 20.2920.05
10.03

40 I 20.1020.03
10.03 0.2920.02

10.02 20.4420.02
10.03 0.2220.02

10.03 20.1320.02
10.02

46 I 20.0520.01
10.03 0.4320.02

10.02 20.4520.01
10.02 0.2820.01

10.01 20.1520.01
10.02.

50 I 20.1420.05
10.06 0.4620.02

10.01 20.4220.03
10.02 0.2820.02

10.02 20.2120.02
10.03
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cision, without approximation or neglecting terms. In t
presence of mixed symmetry excitations and mixed diab
and adiabatic dynamics, the interpretation of the experim
tally determined bipolar moments in terms of molecu
properties becomes the issue of importance. No matter w
language is used to describe the vector correlations, what
really hopes to understand is the underlying molecular
namics. To us, in the case of ICN, this primarily means ide
tifying the optically excited states, and the role of the ben
ing coordinate in rotational excitation and in the branchi
between diabatic and adiabatic paths. The relative am
tudes of theB, C, andE parameters of Figs. 8–10 provid
good qualitative answers to these questions. The neglec
small coherent terms and the small deviations from the a
recoil limit implied by nonzero caseA and D amplitudes
make this interpretation inexact, but many of the features
the multiple-surface photodissociation of ICN derived fro
previous experimental and theoretical work are clearly e
dent in the trends of theB, C, andE parameters. Finer points
including an analysis of our extended measurements u
circularly polarized photolysis and probe lasers, will be
ported separately.55

A. Comparison with previous work

The I * branching ratios for 266 nm photolysis are ide
tical to those extracted from previous LIF Doppl
measurements,14 although the slight variation in the velocit
anisotropy with the CN rotational level shown in Fig. 7, w
not previously detected. More significant differences are

TABLE XI. Bipolar moments from 266 nm photolysis.

N b0
2(02) b0

2(20) b0
0(22) b0

2(22) b0
2(42)

0 I * 0 0.9220.03
10.03 0 0 0

4 I * 20.4320.07
10.05 0.8120.04

10.04 20.5 0.3820.09
10.05 20.4120.05

10.03

15 I * 20.4320.05
10.06 0.8520.05

10.05 20.5 0.3520.06
10.06 20.4420.02

10.02

24 I 20.1620.02
10.03 0.5720.01

10.01 20.4120.02
10.02 0.2820.02

10.02 20.2120.02
10.02

24 I * 20.3220.01
10.01 0.7920.01

10.01 20.3620.01
10.01 0.3120.01

10.01 20.3220.01
10.01

30 I 20.2920.01
10.01 0.6420.02

10.01 20.5020.00
10.03 0.3620.01

10.01 20.3220.01
10.01

30 I * 20.3020.02
10.01 0.8620.03

10.02 20.3720.02
10.03 0.3020.01

10.02 20.3020.01
10.01

40 I 20.2020.07
10.04 0.5820.03

10.03 20.4520.02
10.04 0.3320.02

10.05 20.2620.04
10.02

46 I 20.2320.04
10.07 0.6720.05

10.03 20.4420.05
10.03 0.3720.01

10.05 20.2920.02
10.03

50 I 20.2720.08
10.08 0.7020.03

10.04 20.4220.04
10.04 0.3620.01

10.03 20.3120.04
10.04

55 I 20.2820.06
10.04 0.7720.04

10.05 20.4320.04
10.03 0.3720.01

10.06 20.3220.03
10.03

TABLE XII. Bipolar moments from 308 nm photolysis.

N b0
2(02) b0

2(20) b0
0(22) b0

2(22) b0
2(42)

20 20.1820.05
10.05 0.7920.02

10.02 20.2820.05
10.06 0.2120.04

10.04 20.1920.04
10.04

30 20.2620.06
10.07 0.7620.02

10.03 20.3620.07
10.07 0.2820.05

10.04 20.2720.05
10.06

40 20.2520.09
10.11 0.7220.03

10.02 20.3220.07
10.09 0.2520.07

10.07 20.2520.08
10.08
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tained compared to the analysis of previous LIF Dopp
measurements at 248 nm.20,23 We find the velocity anisot-
ropy of theI channel to show a much smaller perpendicu
component than was previously extracted from lower reso
tion LIF data, although the qualitative trend toward lowerb
at low N is confirmed. The rotationally resolvedI * branch-
ing ratios at 248 nm are also quite different from previo
reports, due to a correlation of errors in the branching ra
with the anisotropy in a single geometry.20 Previous reports
of 222 nm photodissociation of ICN have been limited to C
state distributions.12 Theoretical spectral decompositions30,33

based on the surfaces and transition moments of Morok
and co-workers,29 indicate that here on the blue side of th
absorption spectrum, absorption to the1)1 state should
dominate over that of the3)01 state by factors of 3–6, re
sulting in an anisotropy between20.5 and20.25, averaged

FIG. 7. Translational anisotropy,b52b0
2(20), as a function of produc

rotation,N, for the four photolysis wavelengths. Open circles are theI chan-
nel, filled circles theI * channel.
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over all fragment states. Figure 7 shows our observation
give a state-averaged anisotropy of about10.8, indicating
that the parallel absorption is still dominant at this wav
length.

At 308 nm, the CN product is predominantly formed in
parallel dissociation. This is at odds with the theoretical p
dictions of excitation to the perpendicular3)1 pair of sur-
faces, although consistent with earlier experimental w
near 304 nm.24 Although the I * channel is closed at this
energy, the3)01 surface is still accessible, particularly vi
hot bands, as it displays a well in the dissociation coordin
inside the crossing with the1)1 surface. The reaction at thi
wavelength may thus proceed largely via excitation to
3)01 surface followed exclusively by adiabatic productio
of I on the 4A8 surface. This would be enhanced by pare
excitation in either the low frequencyI –C stretch ~470
cm21! or the bend~321 cm21!. The smaller perpendicula
component to the dissociation then probably arises from
predicted3)1 surfaces. The near identity of caseC and E

FIG. 8. Fitted parameters for 222 nm photolysis.~a! I * branching fraction
as a function of product rotation, open circles measured points, solid lin
an interpolating spline to the points.~b! Rotational distribution from Ref. 12
decomposed intoI ~open circles! and I * ~filled circles! components.~c!
Stacked bar chart of fittedA–E fractions for theI * channel, in bottom-to-
top sequenceA ~black!, B ~white!, C ~gray!, D ~black!, andE ~dark gray!. ~d!
Stacked bar chart of fittedA–E fractions for theI channel, same sequenc
as in ~c!.
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amplitudes, which can here be identified with theA9 andA8
components of the3)1 state, is consistent with this picture

B. Adiabatic and diabatic dynamics

One of the most fascinating aspects of this multiple s
face dissociation is the polarization labeling of differe
paths to the same products. In the axial recoil limit, a higj
CN state formed in coincidence withI * may have followed a
diabatic path from the 4A8(3)01) state, or an adiabatic pat
from the 5A8(1)1) state. The diabatic path begins with
parallel transition and the adiabatic path begins with a p
pendicular transition, implying that these two paths could
completely isolated by measuring fragments recoiling eit
parallel to or perpendicular to the polarization axis of t
photolysis laser. A measurement of the anisotropy de
mines the relative contributions of the two paths. Cohere
effects do not influence the velocity anisotropy, but only t
rotational polarization,42,56 just as orthogonal polarizatio
states of light do not combine to produce an intensity int
ference pattern, but only a modulated polarization state.

Only two major pathways to CN in theI * channel are
evident in theA–E fit parameters shown in Figs. 8–10
casesB andE. These can be associated with the diabatic a
adiabaticA8 paths. In contrast, CN in theI channel can be
formed in three ways: an adiabatic path from the 4A8(3)01)

FIG. 9. Fitted parameters for 248 nm photolysis. Same as for Fig. 7 ex
~b! Rotational distribution from Ref. 16.
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state, a diabatic path from the 5A8(1)1) state and the un-
coupled path from theA9 component of the1)1 state. The
addition of a significant caseC(A9) component in addition
to B andE is clear in the fitting parameters for theI channel
data. This interpretation was recognized by Black23 as the
explanation for the variation of the rotational alignment da
with CN rotational states: the low rotational states co
mostly from the I * channel and show a strong negati
alignment, due to a nearly pureA8 origin. At higher rota-
tional states, increasing contributions from theI channel per-
mit an increasingA9 contribution, which can drive the align
ment back toward zero. The present observations of diffe
alignments for theI and I * channels as a function of CN
rotational state are a clear verification of this interpretati
From the Doppler spectra alone, a1)1 or 3)1 state assign-
ment cannot be made for caseC and E contributions. We
rely on theab initio calculations29 in our assumption that the
3)1 state is the dominant perpendicular excitation at 308 n
and that the1)1 state is the dominant perpendicular excit
tion at 266 nm and shorter wavelengths.

The variation of the nonadiabatic coupling ofA8 sur-
faces with bending angle is also clear from the rotationa
dependent vector parameters, and fits quite well with
explanations of Amatatsu, Yabushita, and Morokuma29

Paths starting on the 4A8(3)01) surface and passing nea
the conical intersection at small bending angles are m

pt
FIG. 10. Fitted parameters for 266 nm photolysis. Same as for Fig. 7 ex
~b! Rotational distribution from Ref. 14.
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likely to make a nonadiabatic transition up to theI * asymp-
tote, with low CN rotation. Paths starting on the 4A8(3)01)
surface and approaching the intersection at larger ben
angles are more likely to follow the adiabatic path downwa
to the I asymptote, picking up more CN angular momentu
after the avoided crossing. As a consequence, one exp
and observes caseB to dominate the low rotational levels i
the I * channel, and for caseB to become increasingly domi
nant at higher rotational levels in theI channel.

From the rotationally averaged caseE contribution to the
I and I * channels, we can estimate that the majority of
initial absorption to the 5A8(1)1) surface follows an adia
batic path toI * at 266 nm, switching over to a majorit
diabatic path toI at 222 nm, with intermediate behavior
248 nm. This trend is what would be expected as the kin
coupling between adiabatic surfaces increases at higher
tolysis energy. The opposite trend is observed from the r
tionally averaged caseB contribution toI and I * channels.
Here the majority of the initial population excited to th
4A8(3)01) surface follows the diabatic path toI * at 266
nm, switching to a majority adiabatic path toI at 222 nm.
Again, the 248 nm trend is intermediate. The different o
comes for different wavepackets approaching the same c
cal intersection is instructive. The smaller bending ang
generated on the 4A8(3)01) surface samples a stronger no
adiabatic coupling than the more bent wavepacket arriv
from the 5A8(1)1) surface at 266 nm, favoring theI * path
from both initial states. At 222 nm, the blue wing of th
4A8(3)01) may be expected to favor the lower energy be
geometries, which develop angular momentum more rap
than the more linear geometries sampled at the center o
absorption band. This could plausibly explain the trend
more adiabatic evolution of the 4A8(3)01) excitation de-
spite the higher photolysis energy.

C. ICN parent vibration

The room temperature samples of ICN used in this st
have substantial population in the low frequency vibratio
modes. Fewer than 60% of the molecules are in the vib
tional ground state, and the vibrationally excited molecu
can dissociate in ways that are quite different from grou
state molecules. Rather than despairing at the ‘‘unclea
conditions of these experiments, we have taken advantag
subtle variations in fragment velocities to identify those fra
ment channels with larger than normal contributions fro
hot bands. The results are in qualitative accord with previ
theoretical29,32,33,35and experimental10,22 assessments of th
effects of vibrational excitation on rotational excitation a
curve crossing probabilities.

D. Nonlimiting v –j correlations

Our use of limiting casesB, C, and E to interpret the
vector properties and surface crossing probabilities invol
two approximations: negligible coherent contributions to
alignment and negligible deviations from limiting perpe
dicularv• j correlation, characterized byb0

0(22)520.5. The
neglect of coherent effects is justified experimenta
whereas relatively strong depolarization of thev• j correla-
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tion is sometimes observed in our data, and requires ex
nation. Previous tests for nonlimitingv• j correlations in the
photodissociation of thermal cyanogen halides have led
conflicting results and interpretations.20,23,57 No couplings,
‘‘out-of-plane forces,’’ or interference effects can produce
CN fragment from aJ50 parent ICN molecule with an an
gular momentum projection along its recoil axis in excess
5/2 ~3/2 when I * is the co-fragment!. For CN rotational
states withN530, these correspond tob0

0(22)<20.490
~20.496 for I * ). Quantum descriptions of photofragme
anisotropy and rotational polarization expressing the res
as phased combinations of scattering states with total hel
restricted to 0 and61 similarly require near-limitingv• j
correlations.42,51 The only plausible explanations forv• j de-
polarization are based on nonzero total angular momen
or errors in the measurements or analysis.

Even when the total angular momentum of the par
molecule is not zero, the axial recoil limit is often reache
and near-limiting negativeb0

0(22) values are still expected
The axial recoil limit is reached when the Coriolis mixing
adjacent helicity states is negligible. Scattering states of t
helicity up to totalJ may exist, but are not populated in th
axial recoil limit following optical preparation of helicity
states 0 and61. Steep enough repulsive potentials and la
enough excess energy will approach this limit for any fix
parent angular momentum state. A classical impulsive dis
ciation model for a rotating triatomic molecule described
Levene and Valentini58 can be extended to treat vector co
relations, and should provide a reasonable estimate of
onset of depolarization due to parent rotation.59 One gauge of
the deviation from the axial recoil limit is the reorientatio
angle between the molecular axis at the time of excitat
and the asymptotic recoil direction. For typical therma
populated rotational states of ICN, the tangential velocity
the CN center of mass is 300–400 m/s. At a photoly
wavelength of 266 nm the high rotational states of CN fra
ment recoil from the center-of-mass at velocities of 180
2500 m/s. These tangential and axial velocities correspon
the impulsive limit to recoil velocities deflected 7–12° fro
the initial bond direction. An exponential repulsion mode60

with a realistic potential parameter increases these angle
10–20 %. A thermal average over parent rotation using
Levene and Valentini model produces a depolarizedv• j cor-
relation of b0

0(22)520.47 for aN540 fragment produced
at 266 nm, compared to our experimental value
20.4520.02

10.04.
A second effect that can further depolarize thev• j cor-

relation is vibrational angular momentum in the parent.
pre-existing angular momentum projection on the body-fix
axis of ICN will produce CN fragments with a component
j alongv without the need for Coriolis mixing. Repeating th
thermally averaged calculations for theN540 fragment pro-
duced at 266 nm with a single quantum of vibrational ang
lar momentum givesb0

0(22)520.46, and two quanta of vi-
brational angular momenta giveb0

0(22)520.45. A similar
calculation, scaled to the available energy of the 308
experiments, where the largestv• j depolarization has bee
observed, can account forb0

0(22)520.40 with up to three
quanta of vibrational angular momenta in the parent IC
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This approaches the negative limit of our measured valu
and is not totally unreasonable, given the selective excita
of high internal energy of those molecules excited by 3
nm. The high rotational levels in theI * channel also tend to
have larger than averagev• j depolarization. These sam
channels are the ones which appear to originate preferent
from hot band excitation. In summary, simple thermal de
larization models come close to explaining the relativ
large and precisely determined deviations from limitingv• j
correlations. The remaining discrepancies may reflect the
proximations of the simple depolarization model or unide
tified systematic errors in our measurements or analysis

E. Coherent effects in Doppler spectra

Recent investigations of coherent and incoherent con
butions to the angular momentum distribution of produ
from linearly polarized photolysis have shown how the ph
difference between multiple paths to the same final sta
may be extracted from a detailed analysis of the prod
velocity dependence of the angular momentu
polarization.42–44,61,62The formalism of Rakitzis and Zare44

may be transformed to an equivalent bipolar harmo
expansion,63 and hence be related to the fit parameters u
in this work. The translational anisotropy,b, and thev• j
correlation,b0

0(22) are both incoherent properties, indepe
dent of interference terms. A large coherent alignment te
would produce unmistakable effects on the other three b
lar moments, yet no such effect was detected. Because a
the data presented here are well described by a lower dim
sional, incoherent model, we contend that coherent eff
are not significant within our experimental precision and
not affect the broad conclusions of this work. After compl
ing this analysis, we have realized that the small value of
coherent Re@a1

2(i,')# term for the high-j CN fragments is a
necessary consequence of the near-limiting negative va
of a0

2 for both parallel and perpendicular channels. Sm
physical limits are imposed on the interference term, rega
less of the phase difference. The treatment of Siebb
et al.42 leads to the same conclusion. The dynamical funct
Re@f2(1,0)# caries the same information as the Re@a1

2(i,')#
molecular frame alignment, and is the only coherent con
bution to the dissociation that can be detected with linea
polarized light. Its normalized contribution to the polariz
tion of high j fragments decreases as 1/j , being proportional
to Aj times the 3-j symbol ( 21

j
0
j

1
2 ).

We have recently collected a series of FM Doppler sp
tra with circularly polarized probe light and circularly pola
ized photolysis at 266 nm, similar to the LIF experiments
Zare and co-workers.19,21We find differences in the Dopple
lineshapes as well as intensities as the photolysis polariza
is switched from left to right handed. Bipolar moments in t
m-fixed frame used by Dixon to describe photofragment
larization are problematic for describing orientation effects64

but purely space-fixed bipolar moments allow a unified
scription of velocity dependent orientation and alignme
The intensity difference can be parametrized byb0

1(01), the
total space-fixed orientation, and the orientation contribut
to the P2 part of the lineshape is carried in ab0

1(21) term.
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Each of these new bipolar moments is dominated by
Re@a1

1(i,')# molecular frame orientation parameter, close
related to the dynamical function Re@f1(1,0)#. These results
and a more extensive discussion of the influence of cohe
processes on Doppler profiles within the bipolar moment f
malism are deferred to a future publication.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The photodissociation of ICN is one of the most studi
elementary unimolecular processes, yet it continues to p
vide new challenges. In this paper we have presented ex
sive new results from the application of high-resolution tra
sient FM spectroscopy, providing a highly detailed look
this benchmark reaction. Within the incoherent model p
sented, the vector properties map both the relative transi
probabilities to the dissociative surfaces and the probabili
of crossings between them. The results broadly agree w
recent dynamical calculations based on theab initio potential
curves, although at both the red and blue wings of the
sorption spectrum, more excitation to the parallel surface
seen than predicted. Both the surfaces and the transition
ments could evidently be improved, although many qual
tive trends and details are well reproduced.

Understanding the observable effects of coherence
multiple-surface reactions with mixed adiabatic and diaba
dynamics is a topic of much current interest.65 Theoretical
treatments isolating coherent and incoherent contribution
photofragment polarization are being tested and refined
diatomic and triatomic dissociations.44,52,53,62,66We hope the
present and continuing measurements on diatomic fragm
of well-studied, multiple-surface triatomic dissociations c
help to clarify which interference effects persist in the sem
classical limit of high-j fragments and why.
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